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Johnson and Lindley, LLC kicks off new independent oilfield laboratory,  

J&L Laboratories, in the Permian Basin 

 

Midland, TX., July 22, 2019 – Oilfield investment firm Johnson and Lindley, LLC is celebrating the 

beginning of its latest venture in the oilfield services industry.  J&L Laboratories, LLC is constructing an 

independent laboratory serving the Permian Basin.  The laboratory is in the final phases of construction 

and anticipates opening in Mid-August.   

J&L Laboratories was started by Chris Johnson and Sam Pruett and will be located at 7509 W. Industrial 

just outside Loop 250 and near Business 20. 

Says Mr. Pruett, President, “The company’s focus is on providing water and oil analysis to producers, 

midstream, production chemical and water resourcing companies.  The demand for independent oilfield 

testing is strong in the Permian Basin, and we see an unmet need for a wide variety of oilfield testing 

with high integrity in the results.” 

Chris Johnson, Managing Member, said, “We are very excited to bring this laboratory to the Permian 

and are very happy with the response we’ve received from the market.  We intend to offer complete lab 

services for produced oilfield fluids and hope to also bring innovative technologies to the industry.” 

About:  For multiple generations, the Johnson and Lindley families have been associated with oilfield 

chemistry. Their ownership of Magcobar (now M-I Drilling Fluids, a Schlumberger company), Champion 

Technologies (now Nalco Champion, an Ecolab company), and Athlon Solutions (now a Halliburton 

company) is a legacy of advanced knowledge of oilfield chemistry and top-quality service to the industry. 

J&L Laboratories continues that legacy by providing top notch independent laboratory services to the 

oilfield. in the heart of the Permian Basin. 

 

 

 

For more information about J&L Laboratories, please visit www.jl-laboratories.com 
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